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Abstract21

Basic climate statistics, such as water and energy budgets, location and22

width of the InterTropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), trimodal tropical23

cloud distribution, position of the polar jet and land-sea contrast remain24

either biased in coarse-resolution General Circulation Models or are tuned.25

Here we examine the horizontal resolution dependency of such statistics in a26

set of global convection-permitting simulations integrated with the ICOsa-27

hedral Non-hydrostatic (ICON) model, explicit convection and grid spacings28

ranging from 80 km down to 2.5 km. The impact of resolution is quantified29

by comparing the resolution-induced differences to the spread obtained in30

an ensemble of eight distinct global storm-resolving models.31

Using this metric, we find that, at least by 5 km, the resolution-induced32

differences become smaller than the spread in 26 out of the 27 investigated33

statistics. Even for 9 (18) of these statistics, a grid spacing of 80 (10) km34

does not lead to significant differences. Resolution down to 5 km mat-35

ters especially for net shortwave radiation, which systematically increases36

with resolution due to reductions in low cloud amount over the subtropical37

oceans. Further resolution dependencies can be found in the land-to-ocean38

precipitation ratio, in the latitudinal position and width of the Pacific ITCZ39

and in the longitudinal position of the Atlantic ITCZ. Also in the tropics,40

the deep convective cloud population systematically increases at the ex-41
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pense of the shallow one, whereas the partition of congestus clouds remains42

fairly constant. Finally, refining the grid spacing systematically moves the43

simulations closer to observations, but climate statistics exhibiting weaker44

resolution dependencies are not necessarily associated with smaller biases.45
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1. Introduction48

General Circulation Models (GCMs) are complex tools embodying phys-49

ical principles to represent the statistics of the climate system. Their appli-50

cation to long time scales and the whole Earth makes the use of resolution51

fine enough to explicitly represent the major modes of heat transfer chal-52

lenging. Biases resulting from the use of parameterizations, in particular53

convective parameterizations, have been persistent (Flato et al. 2013). Sev-54

eral of the basic properties of the climate system that a GCM ought to be55

able to represent, like width and location of the Intertropical Convergence56

Zone (ITCZ), water and energy budgets, surface temperature, land-sea con-57

trast, even position of the storm tracks, often exhibit large biases or, if not,58

it is difficult to assess the extent to which the goodness of fit is a result of59

error compensation by tuning (Hourdin et al. 2017). Refining the horizontal60

grid spacing down to a few kilometers and explicitly representing convec-61

tion, as in so-called convection-permitting models, can bypass at least the62

problem of having to parameterize deep convection. It nevertheless remains63

unclear which horizontal resolution is needed to capture basic properties of64

the climate system.65
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The use of convection-permitting models is now well established for66

limited-area weather forecasting (Mass et al. 2002; Richard et al. 2007)67

and is gaining popularity for regional climate modelling (Prein et al. 2015).68

Turning off the deep convection scheme, although not the solution to all69

problems, leads to numerous improvements. The most notable ones are a70

more realistic timing of the precipitation diurnal cycle (Hohenegger et al.71

2008), a higher variability at smaller wavelengths and a better representa-72

tion of extreme precipitation (Prein et al. 2015; Ban et al. 2014; Chan73

et al. 2013), as well as a more realistic distribution of precipitation objects74

(Prein et al. 2013; Wernli et al. 2008; Roberts and Lean 2008). Convection-75

permitting models allow for the organization and propagation of convective76

storms (Marsham et al. 2013; Weisman et al. 2008), a notoriously dif-77

ficult task for convective parameterizations. They also benefit from the78

finer resolution of their external fields, in particular orography (Prein et al.79

2016), which affects the representation of precipitation and of snowpack80

(Rasmussen et al. 2011; Ikeda et al. 2010). Finally, besides exhibiting81

an altered precipitation distribution, regional convection-permitting simu-82

lations have been found to produce less cloud cover in convective situations83

due to changes in their cloud morphology, leading to larger net shortwave84

radiation at the surface as compared to their parameterized counterpart85

(Prein et al. 2015).86
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On such regional scales, the convergence behavior depends on the statis-87

tics considered. Based on the results of idealized squall line experiments88

(Weisman et al. 1997), a grid spacing of 4 km was found necessary to rep-89

resent non-hydrostatic dynamics and to avoid grid-point storms. Whereas90

properties of individual convective updrafts, like area, velocity, require finer91

grid spacing than 4 km (Petch et al. 2002; Bryan et al. 2003; Craig and92

Dörnbrack 2008; Jeevanjee 2017; Hanley et al. 2014), bulk properties,93

such as domain-averaged precipitation amount or net heating and moist-94

ening, have been found to already converge around 4 km (Langhans et al.95

2012; Schwartz et al. 2009; Panosetti et al. 2018). Moreover, properties of96

individual convective updrafts, even if not converged, do not always project97

strongly on the skill of a simulation (Ito et al. 2017).98

Global statistics cannot be derived from such regional studies. Until re-99

cently, only the Non-hydrostatic ICosahedral Atmospheric Model (NICAM;100

Tomita et al. (2005), Miura et al. (2007), Satoh et al. (2008)) had been101

run at convection-permitting resolution on a global scale, with grid spacings102

ranging from 14 km down to 0.87 km. Finer grid spacing leads to a later trig-103

gering of convection and to a later peak of precipitation, in better agreement104

with observations (Sato et al. 2008, 2009; Noda et al. 2012). Yashiro et105

al. (2016) concluded that a minimum grid spacing of 2 to 3 km is necessary106

to capture the main characteristics of the diurnal cycle. Likewise, contin-107
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gent upon the chosen definition of deep convective cores, the properties of108

the simulated convective cores were found to qualitatively change between109

a grid spacing of 3.5 and 1.7 km (Miyamoto et al. 2013, 2015; Kajikawa110

et al. 2016; Yashiro et al. 2016). In terms of global statistics, Kajikawa111

et al. (2016) found no significant resolution dependency for precipitation,112

vertical mass flux and zonal wind. In contrast, the fractional coverage of113

different cloud types exhibited significant resolution dependencies, and out-114

going longwave radiation became significantly larger when refining the grid115

spacing from 3.5 km to 1.7 km.116

The goal of this study is to examine the horizontal resolution depen-117

dencies of basic statistics of the climate system and thus to assess which118

horizontal grid spacing is required to capture basic statistics of the climate119

system. We restrict ourselves to a set of statistics that a GCM ought to120

be able to correctly represent and which are often tuned towards obser-121

vations in state-of-the-art GCMs. Those concern water and energy bud-122

gets, location and width of the ITCZ, cloud distribution in the tropics, as123

well as jet positions in the extratropics. Moreover, the ability to distin-124

guish between land and ocean will be considered. To assess the resolution125

dependencies, the latter are compared to the spread of the Dynamics of126

the Atmospheric general circulation Modeled On Non-hydrostatic Domains127

(DYAMOND) ensemble (Stevens et al. 2019). DYAMOND is an intercom-128
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parison project of global storm-resolving models, currently comprising nine129

models and integrated at a grid spacing of O(3 km). The motivation for130

using the DYAMOND ensemble as a reference dataset is twofold. First,131

it allows an objective quantification of the resolution dependency, whereas132

traditional convergence studies have to, often subjectively, decide when dif-133

ferences between resolutions become small enough. Second, even if variables134

have converged, this does not necessarily imply small biases, a point that135

will be investigated in this study as well.136

Our method involves successively halving the horizontal grid spacing of137

global simulations conducted with the ICOsahedral Non-hydrostatic model138

(ICON; Zängl et al. (2015)), from 80 km down to 2.5 km, following the139

DYAMOND experimental protocol. Changes in grid spacing imply changes140

in time step and resolution of the external parameter fields, but parameteri-141

zations and other parameter settings are kept untouched to be able to assess142

the direct effect of resolution changes. This means that all our simulations143

use explicit convection, even when run at a grid spacing of 80 km. Even144

if this appears as counter-intuitive, past studies (Webb et al. 2015; Maher145

et al. 2018) have shown that coarse-resolution models can run stably with-146

out using a convection scheme and produce a precipitation climatology that147

captures the observed large-scale features. We also only consider the effect148

of horizontal resolution, not of vertical resolution. Our study expands on149
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previous studies based on NICAM, in particular Kajikawa et al. (2016),150

by considering a larger range of resolutions, partly distinct statistics and151

using the newly available DYAMOND dataset as a reference to objectively152

quantify resolution dependencies.153

2. Method154

2.1 Model155

We use the ICON model in a configuration similar to the one employed156

by the German Weather Service (DWD) for their operational global weather157

forecasts. Our configuration differs from the latter configuration in not mak-158

ing use of the convection and gravity wave drag parameterizations, in includ-159

ing an additional prognostic variable in the microphysics scheme (graupel)160

and in calculating the radiation at every grid point. These changes are mo-161

tivated by the targeted finest resolution of our simulations, namely 2.5 km,162

whereas the operational weather forecasts are currently run using a grid163

spacing of 13 km.164

In more detailed terms, we employ the ICON model version 2.1.02.165

Given the targeted resolution of 2.5 km and the DYAMOND experiment166

protocol (see Section 2.2), the model version had to be slightly updated.167

Those updates concerned changes for the initialization of humidity, changes168
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for output data compression and changes for sea surface temperature and sea169

ice concentration reading. Physical parameterizations in ICON 2.1.02 in-170

clude the representation of turbulent mixing with a turbulent kinetic energy171

scheme; a bulk microphysics scheme that predicts cloud water, rain water,172

cloud ice, snow and graupel (Baldauf et al. 2011); as well as an interactive173

surface flux scheme and soil model (Schrodin and Heise 2002). Radiative174

transfer is calculated at every grid point every 15 min using the RRTM175

(Rapid Radiative Transfer Model) scheme (Mlawer et al. 1997; Mlawer and176

Clough 1998). Diagnostic fractional cloud cover is calculated with a simple177

box probability distribution function at every radiation time step. Although178

the ICON model is currently not used operationally at a grid spacing of 2.5179

km, the chosen physical parameterizations stem from the COnsortium for180

Small-scale MOdeling (COSMO) model, which has been widely used at181

such fine resolutions, from limited-area operational weather forecasts in the182

mid-latitudes up to near-global climate simulations (Fuhrer et al. 2018).183

A similarly configured ICON model version has also been recently used for184

limited-area simulations over the tropical Atlantic in Klocke et al. (2017).185

2.2 Experimental set-up186

To investigate horizontal resolution dependencies, we analyse a set of187

simulations where the horizontal grid spacing is successively refined from188
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80 km down to 2.5 km by factors of two (see Table 1). The grid spacing189

corresponds to the square root of the mean cell area of the model triangles.190

In ICON terminology (see e.g. Giorgetta et al. 2018), the considered grid191

spacings are R2B5, R2B6, R2B7, R2B8, R2B9 and R2B10. Strictly speak-192

ing, all our simulations are convection-permitting as none of them employ193

a convective parameterization, neither for shallow nor for deep convection.194

Ninety levels are used in the vertical with the model top at 75 km. Damp-195

ing starts in the seventy-seventh layer, above 44 km. The experimental196

configuration follows the protocol of the DYAMOND model intercompari-197

son project (Stevens et al. 2019). Simulations of 40 days are initialised from198

the analysis of the atmospheric state from the European Centre for Medium199

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) on the 1st of August 2016 at 00UTC.200

Daily observed sea surface temperatures and sea ice cover are prescribed at201

the bottom boundary. The analysis is available at a grid spacing of 9.5 km.202 Table 1

As we are interested in the direct effect of resolution changes, the physi-203

cal parameterizations and the model parameters are not tuned to a specific204

grid spacing. Even the 2.5-km simulation was not tuned for that particular205

grid spacing. It simply employs the same parameter settings as the opera-206

tional 13-km ICON model despite using a slightly different set of physical207

parameterizations (see section 2.1). The only two aspects of the simulations208

that are adapted as a function of the grid spacing are the model time step209
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(see Table 1) and the bottom boundary conditions. For the finest resolu-210

tion, we achieve a stable simulation with a model time step of 22.5 s, a211

time step that could be successively doubled for the simulations with a grid212

spacing of 5 and 10 km. For the remaining coarser-resolution simulations,213

the time step had to be increased by less than double to keep the simula-214

tions stable. For each simulated resolution, data for the bottom boundary215

conditions is recreated by aggregating observations to the used model grid.216

The resolution of these observational datasets is finer than 2.5 km except217

for soil texture (0.083◦), normalized differential vegetation index (0.4167◦),218

climatological mean near-surface temperature (0.5◦), aerosol optical proper-219

ties (1◦), soil albedos for dry or saturated soils (0.5◦) and remaining albedo220

values (0.083◦), see Tables 1 and 2 in Asensio et al. (2018).221

2.3 Computational aspects222

The simulations have been integrated on the supercomputer Mistral of223

the Deutsches Klimarechenzentrum (DKRZ). The compute partitions com-224

prise 3300 dual socket Intel-CPU nodes with around 265 Terabytes of main225

memory. Some numbers on model performance are listed in Table 1. They226

reveal that for the chosen number of nodes, ICON scales well with increases227

in wall clock time between subsequent grid spacing refinements being less228

than what would be expected from increases in number of grid points and229
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time step weighted by the number of nodes. This reflects work that has230

been conducted in the High Definition Clouds and Precipitation for ad-231

vancing Climate Prediction (HD(CP)2) project, whose goal was to improve232

our understanding of cloud and precipitation processes by conducting ICON233

simulations at O(100 m) grid spacing over Germany. This effort ensured234

that ICON scales well (Heinze et al. 2016). The most challenging simula-235

tion with a grid spacing of 2.5 km could perform 6 simulated days per day236

on 540 nodes and is also comparable to what was achieved in DYAMOND237

by other models (Stevens et al. 2019).238

Major problems for the finest-resolution simulation were not per se the239

computing time, but the generation of input data. As we come close to the240

resolution of the originating datasets, our simple aggregation procedure did241

not work anymore and the interpolation procedure had to be updated. The242

second major problem was the size of the generated output which required243

updates in the software analysis tool, the Climate Data Operator (CDO)244

developed at the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, see discussion in245

Stevens et al. (2019).246

2.4 Analysis methodology247

To objectively quantify resolution dependencies, we will compare the248

resolution differences obtained in our ICON simulations to the spread de-249
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rived from the DYAMOND ensemble of storm-resolving models. Note that,250

in contrast to past literature, we use here the term “storm-resolving” and251

not “convection-permitting” to characterize atmospheric models employing252

grid spacings of a few kilometers (see Satoh et al. (2019) for a discussion of253

nomenclature). This is so because such models distinguish themselves by254

their ability to resolve convective storms. Moreover, convection-permitting255

is an ambiguous term in the context of our study as even our ICON sim-256

ulation with a grid spacing of 80 km permits convection. It doesn’t use a257

convective parameterization but still produces convection in the tropics. Ex-258

cept indicated otherwise, the following models of the DYAMOND ensemble259

are included to compute the spread (see Stevens et al. 2019): ARPEGE-NH260

(grid spacing of 2.5 km), FV3 (3.3 km), GEOS (3.3 km), ICON (2.5 km),261

IFS (4.8 km), MPAS (3.8 km), NICAM (3.5 km) and SAM (4.3 km). We262

do not include the UM model, another model participating in DYAMOND,263

given its coarser grid spacing of 7.8 km at the equator, which already places264

it between our ICON simulations with 5 and 10 km grid spacings.265

The spread in the DYAMOND ensemble is computed as the standard266

deviation. It is interpreted as being mainly a result of different physical267

parameterizations and dynamical cores, whereas the spread in our ICON268

ensemble of simulations is a result of changes in grid spacing. As such,269

as long as the difference between a particular grid spacing and the finest270
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grid spacing of 2.5 km remains smaller than the spread of the DYAMOND271

ensemble, the resolution is causing differences that are smaller than those272

associated with the remaining parameterizations and dynamical core. Any273

of these grid spacings may be seen as appropriate to capture the investigated274

statistics and one might not need to invest in the high computational burden275

associated with running simulations at 2.5-km grid spacing. This approach276

will allow us to determine which grid spacing, between 80 and 2.5 km, is277

needed to capture basic statistics of the climate system.278

This last statement is conditioned on the way we assess resolution dif-279

ferences. As in studies that have looked at convergence, we compare our280

simulations to the finest available grid spacing which, for computational281

reason, is 2.5 km. Further refining the grid spacing could increase the cal-282

culated resolution differences, in particular for climate statistics that exhibit283

strong resolution dependencies and that haven’t converged yet. This point284

is investigated in more details in section 4. Still, the advantage of compar-285

ing the resolution-induced differences to the DYAMOND ensemble spread286

is that it provides us with a clear criterion to decide as to the importance287

of resolution. Note also that most of the DYAMOND models were run for288

the first time in such a configuration. Even though the simulations appear289

to be able to reproduce basic aspects of the observations very well (Stevens290

et al. 2019) and even though none of them stand out as a clear outlier, they291
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are error-prone. On the one hand, this means that the spread may be larger292

than expected. On the other hand, the ICON simulations were not retuned293

for a specific grid spacing, so that the obtained resolution dependencies may294

also be larger than expected. In this sense, the two effects can partly cancel295

out.296

We also assess resolution dependencies by looking at 40-day mean statis-297

tics of the climate system, as imposed by the experimental protocol of DYA-298

MOND. This bears the risk that resolution differences may not have settled299

yet. Years long of past experience with tuning the global statistics of a low-300

resolution GCM (Mauritsen et al. 2012) have nevertheless revealed that301

short-term integrations, as short as one month, are actually sufficient to302

assess biases in basic climate properties, such as water and energy bud-303

gets. This is in agreement with the results of other studies (Phillips et al.304

2004; Sexton et al. 2019) that have found a good match between errors on305

weather and climatic timescales. This assumption is further confirmed here306

by looking at the temporal evolution of the resolution-induced differences of307

the water and energy budgets over the simulated 40 days. No drift could be308

detected. Taking the net shortwave radiation as an example, which is the309

variable that will show the largest resolution dependency (see Section 3.1),310

we obtain global mean differences of -38, -37, -37 and -41 W m−2 between311

the 80-km and the 2.5-km simulation as averaged over consecutive 10-day312
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periods.313

3. Result314

3.1 Water and energy budgets315

Figure 1 shows mean values of the components of the water and energy316

budget at the surface and at the top of the atmosphere as a function of317

the grid spacing of the ICON simulations and expressed as difference to the318

finest grid spacing. The values are compared to the corresponding standard319

deviations derived from the DYAMOND ensemble and indicated by the320

vertical bars in Figure 1.321 Fig. 1

Given our metric to assess resolution differences, Figure 1 reveals that322

a grid spacing of 5 km is sufficient to capture the global mean statistics of323

the water and energy budgets. For all the components of the water and324

energy budgets, at least by 5 km, the resolution-induced differences become325

smaller than the DYAMOND spread. For precipitation, sensible heat flux326

and outgoing longwave radiation, even with a grid spacing of 80 km, the327

resolution-induced differences remain smaller than the DYAMOND spread.328

In contrast, resolution strongly affects net shortwave radiation, both at the329

surface and at the top of the atmosphere, and to a lesser extent net longwave330

radiation at the surface. Refining the grid spacing from 80 km down to 2.5331
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km leads to a systematic increase in net shortwave radiation of about 40 W332

m−2 (Figure 1b,c), whereas surface net longwave radiation, with a maximum333

difference of 10 W m−2, gets systematically more negative (Figure 1b).334

Splitting the surface net longwave radiation in its two components reveals335

values comprised between -407.3 W m−2 and -407.9 W m−2 for the emitted336

longwave radiation across resolutions versus values comprised between 350.7337

W m−2 and 360.9 W m−2 for the downward component. This means that the338

differences in surface net longwave radiation come solely from its downward339

component. The latter amounts to 360.9, 358.9, 356.7, 354., 352.3 and340

350.7 W m−2 at 80, 40, 20, 10, 5 and 2.5 km and hence decreases with341

finer grid spacings. The similarity of the longwave radiation emitted by342

the surface across resolutions implies very similar surface temperatures. It343

mostly reflects the fact that the surface temperature is fixed for 70% of the344

area by prescribing the sea surface temperature (SST).345

In terms of spatial distribution, the largest differences in surface net346

shortwave radiation can be found over the southern tropical Atlantic, the347

southeastern tropical Pacific, East of Madagascar reaching almost over to348

Australia and over the northeastern subtropical Pacific, as shown in Figure349

2a using the difference between the coarsest and finest resolution as a rep-350

resentative example. These various regions are all regions that also exhibit351

large differences in cloud cover (Figure 2b). As those regions are prone to352
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shallow cumulus or stratocumulus clouds (Medeiros and Stevens 2011), we353

conclude that changes in resolution mostly affect the representation of such354

clouds. The 80-km simulation produces much larger cloud amount than the355

2.5-km simulation (see Figure 2b). The tendency for the coarser-resolution356

simulation to produce more cloud cover over subtropical oceanic region than357

the finer-resolution simulation remains true when considering the range of358

investigated resolutions. The cloud cover averaged from 20◦S to 0◦S over359

oceanic areas only, which encompasses the previously mentioned areas of360

strong cloud cover difference, amounts to 84%, 76%, 68%, 62%, 58% and361

53% at a grid spacing of 80, 40, 20, 10, 5 and 2.5 km, respectively. The cloud362

cover systematically decreases with finer grid spacing, which is consistent363

with and explains the systematic increases in net shortwave radiation at the364

surface, at the top of the atmosphere, and the decrease in downward long-365

wave radiation at the surface, as displayed by Figure 1. The cloud liquid366

water content exhibits a similar behavior over those regions. The decrease367

in the surface downward longwave radiation with finer grid spacing could368

also be partly caused by a cooling and drying of the subcloud layer. In-369

spection of the temperature field nevertheless reveals the opposite tendency370

(see e.g., Fig 3a), whereas changes in specific humidity are mixed with some371

areas exhibiting a drying and other ones a moistening.372 Fig. 2

The large difference in cloud cover across the simulations already settles373
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in after 12 hours of simulation. To better understand these differences, we374

look at profiles of temperature, specific humidity and cloud water for the375

two extreme simulations under such conditions (Figure 3). The profiles376

reveal the well-observed structure of the marine boundary layer with the377

sub-cloud (or mixed) layer below 500-700 m, the cloud layer populated by378

shallow cumuli (500-2000 m) and the trade inversion around 2 km. The379

80-km simulation is associated with a deeper mixed layer (see Figure 3b) as380

compared to the 2.5-km simulation. This translates itself in drier conditions381

in the mixed layer but moister and colder conditions in the cloud layer382

(Figure 3a,c). As a consequence, the cloud layer is more likely to saturate383

leading to the widespread cloud formation at 80 km (Figure 3c). The deeper384

mixed layer at 80 km is consistent with a weaker mass transport by shallow385

cumulus (Neggers et al. 2007), as expected from its poorer representation.386

Noda et al. (2010) also observed an increase in cloud cover in their NICAM387

simulations going from 7 to 14 km. They concluded that the subgrid-scale388

cloud parametrization strongly controlled the low-cloud amount and led to389

excessive cloud amount at 14 km. In our simulations, the vast majority of390

the clouds are the result of the full saturation of grid cells rather than of391

subgrid-scale nature.392 Fig. 3

The representation of shallow cumulus convection and stratocumulus is393

expected to have a very small impact on outgoing longwave radiation as the394
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temperature contrast between the surface is small. This is consistent with395

the negligible sensitivity of outgoing longwave radiation to resolution as396

displayed by Figure 1c. Moreover and although the simulations with higher397

horizontal resolutions have less cloud cover in the subtropics and hence398

larger areas with clear sky, meaning higher outgoing longwave radiation,399

this is compensated by more extended and colder anvils in the region with400

deep convection. Within the main ITCZ region (5 -15◦ N), the outgoing401

longwave radiation is getting less negative with finer grid spacings. The402

values are -247, -248, -246, -243, -241, -238 W m−2 at 80, 40, 20, 10, 5 and403

2.5 km.404

The more modest resolution dependencies of precipitation, sensible heat405

flux and latent heat flux, as compared to the radiative fluxes (Figure 1a,b),406

can be mostly understood from energy constraints. The changes in net407

shortwave radiation at the surface and at the top of the atmosphere almost408

compensate (compare Figures 1b and c). Given the decrease in downward409

longwave radiation at the surface at finer resolutions, the atmosphere ra-410

diative cooling, that needs to be balanced by the surface fluxes, decreases.411

The radiative cooling, for instance, amounts to -118.4 W m−2 versus -111.9412

W m−2 at a grid spacing of 80 km and 2.5 km, respectively. The changes413

in radiative cooling cannot be compensated by changes in sensible heat flux414

only and thus generally lead to weaker precipitation amounts at higher res-415
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olution and, from a water conservation perspective, smaller latent heat flux.416

In fact, the difference in the radiative cooling of the atmosphere between the417

5-km and the 2.5-km simulation, which amounts to -1.3 W m−2, is almost418

perfectly compensated by changes in sensible heat flux (difference of +0.3419

W m−2 between the 5- and 2.5-km simulations) and precipitation (+1.1 W420

m−2) or equivalently latent heat flux (+1.0 W m−2). These relationships421

become less accurate the coarser the resolution is, with changes in radiative422

cooling that are larger than changes in precipitation and in latent heat flux,423

implying changes in the heat storage term.424

Although difficult to interpret, it is still interesting to compare the res-425

olution dependencies of the water and energy budgets, as obtained in our426

ICON simulations that employ explicit convection, to resolution dependen-427

cies obtained in a set of GCMs using convective parameterizations and in-428

tegrated at various resolutions, from about 100 km down to 25 km (see429

Vanniere et al. 2018). The only two points of agreement concern the sen-430

sible heat flux, which also does not vary with resolution in Vanniere et al.431

(2018) and the outgoing shortwave radiation. The latter, as in the ICON432

simulations, decreases with increasing resolution, although with a maximum433

difference of only about 5 W m−2 (see their Figure 4) against 40 W m−2 in434

our simulations (Figure 1c). For the remaining variables, either they do not435

exhibit a strong resolution dependency (for net shortwave and net longwave436
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radiation at the surface), they do exhibit a strong sensitivity in contrast437

to ICON (for outgoing longwave radiation) or they exhibit opposite trends438

(for latent heat flux and precipitation). Also, the resolution dependencies439

appear to be much weaker in Vanniere et al. (2018).440

Figure 4 is a repetition of the analysis of Figure 1 but separated between441

land and ocean. We only consider the tropical region because, as evident442

from the previous discussion and from the predominance of convection over443

the tropics, much of the resolution dependencies arises in the tropics. Like444

on the global scale and given our metric to assess resolution dependencies, a445

grid spacing of 5 km appears sufficient to capture the basic statistics of the446

water and energy budget over land and over ocean. A further refinement447

of the grid spacing to 2.5 km leads to differences that are smaller than the448

DYAMOND spread. Breaking up the global response in its land and ocean449

component reveals a few interesting features. Net shortwave radiation at450

the surface (Figures 4b,e) and at the top of the atmosphere (Figures 4c,f) as451

well as surface net longwave radiation (Figures 4b,e) are more sensitive to452

resolution over tropical ocean than over tropical land. This can be explained453

by the predominance of shallow clouds over tropical ocean. Also, a similar454

change in shallow cloud amount over tropical land and over tropical ocean455

would have a stronger effect on the radiation budget over the darker oceanic456

surface. In contrast, outgoing longwave radiation (Figure 4c,f), if anything,457
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rather responds to resolution changes over tropical land.458

The increase in surface net shortwave radiation with finer resolution is459

almost exclusively consumed by a corresponding increase in sensible heat460

flux over the tropical land area (Figure 4e). The latent heat flux rather de-461

creases with finer resolution, which indicates limitations in the availability462

of soil moisture to convert the surplus of available energy in latent heating463

at high resolution. The surface energy budget is almost closed over the464

tropical land area, with values of 5, 2.9, 1.5, 1.3, 0.9 and 0.8 W m−2 in the465

80-, 40-, 20-, 10-, 5- and 2.5-km simulations, respectively. In agreement with466

this positive energy imbalance, the tropical land surface temperature warms467

with time, but for the 40 days considered, none of the lower-resolution sim-468

ulations appears to systematically drift from the 2.5-km simulation. Over469

tropical ocean (Figure 4b), the use of prescribed SST seems to prevent an470

increase of both sensible and latent heat fluxes at higher resolutions, as471

would be expected from the increase in surface net shortwave radiation and472

the imbalance in the surface energy budget is far from being closed.473 Fig. 4

Interesting is the distinct precipitation response over tropical land and474

over tropical ocean (Figures 4a,d). In agreement with studies based on475

GCMs that have to rely on convective parameterizations (Vanniere et al.476

2018; Demory et al. 2013), refining the grid spacing leads to a decrease of477

precipitation over tropical ocean and to an increase of precipitation over478
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tropical land. As the latent heat flux actually decreases over land in the479

tropics (Figure 4d), this implies a stronger transport of moisture from the480

tropical ocean to the tropical land as well as a stronger transport of moisture481

from the extratropics to the tropics. The better representation of orogra-482

phy and of land-sea boundaries, in particular over the maritime continent,483

favors stronger precipitation over land (Qian 2008; Schiemann 2014) and484

contributes to the observed trend with resolution (see e.g. Fig. 5).485

3.2 Tropical climate486

Figure 5 shows maps of 40-day mean precipitation for the set of ICON487

simulations. Qualitatively, large-scale features of the precipitation distri-488

bution look very similar across resolutions, in particular concerning the489

eastern Pacific and the Atlantic ITCZ as well as precipitation over Africa490

and South America. Larger discrepancies become apparent over the west-491

ern Pacific and around the maritime continent, an expression of the more492

complex geographical distribution of the land masses over that region (Qian493

2008) and of the spatially more uniform distribution of SSTs. There is also494

a tendency for larger precipitation maxima to occur as the grid spacing495

is coarsened, e.g. over the western Pacific and Indian Ocean, as expected496

from simulations where convection is strongly underresolved and grid-point497

storms occur (Weisman et al. 1997). Finally, careful inspection of Figure498
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5 indicates a less extended second precipitation band over the south west-499

ern Pacific and a less pronounced separation between this band and the500

extratropical storm tracks (see around Fiji island) as the grid spacing is501

refined. This may be interpreted as a less pronounced double ITCZ at finer502

resolutions.503 Fig. 5

Figure 5 gives a qualitative overview of the precipitation distribution.504

To get a more quantitative view, we compute location and width of the Pa-505

cific and Atlantic ITCZs (see Figure 6). Those are both first order features506

that a GCM ought to be able to represent, but that GCMs with convective507

parameterizations struggle with, with too wide as well as misplaced ITCZs,508

both over the Pacific and Atlantic (Stanfield et al. 2015; Siongco et al.509

2014). Location and width are computed by defining precipitation objects510

as inspired from the SAL (Structure, Amplitude and Location) measure511

(Wernli et al. 2008) and for instance applied in Siongco et al. (2014) for512

evaluating the representation of the Atlantic ITCZ in GCMs. The precipi-513

tation objects are defined by the 10 mm day −1 precipitation contour. The514

centroid and minor axis length of the objects, assuming ellipitical objects,515

give location and meridional width of the ITCZ. Visual inspection of Figure516

5 reveals a good agreement between the so derived location and width of517

the ITCZ and the precipitation distribution. For this analysis, we focus on518

the eastern Pacific and the Atlantic ITCZs as no robust behavior emerges519
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over the western Pacific where the simulations exhibit distinct numbers of520

precipitation objects.521 Fig. 6

Figure 6a indicates that the latitudinal position of the Atlantic ITCZ is522

insensitive to changes in resolution. In contrast, a grid spacing of at least 5523

km is required to capture its longitudinal position. Finer grid spacing tends524

here to shift the Atlantic ITCZ eastward. A similar shift has been observed525

in GCMs using convective parameterizations (Siongco et al. 2014). In the526

DYAMOND ensemble, the ITCZ longitudinal position shifts eastwards from527

ICON (grid spacing of 2.5 km), to IFS (4.8 km), MPAS (3.8 km), NICAM528

(3.5 km), ARPEGE-NH (2.5 km) and SAM (4.3 km). Except for ICON and529

SAM, a tendency for the longitudinal position of the ITCZ to shift eastwards530

with finer grid spacing is thus also apparent in storm-resolving models. The531

resolution dependency of the position of the Pacific ITCZ is opposite to the532

one of the Atlantic ITCZ. The longitudinal position of the Pacific ITCZ is533

insensitive to resolution, whereas capturing its latitudinal position requires534

a grid spacing of 5 km with a tendency for a more equatorward position at535

higher resolution (Figure 6c). The contradictory robustness of the latitudi-536

nal versus longitudinal position of the ITCZ over the Atlantic and over the537

Pacific is partly a result of the very large spread in the longitudinal position538

of the Pacific ITCZ in the DYAMOND ensemble (Figures 6a,c). But it also539

reflects the fact that, over the Atlantic, coarsening the grid spacing leads to540
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an increase in precipitation over its western side, whereas over the Pacific,541

coarsening the grid spacing tends to add precipitation on the north, north-542

eastern flank of the ITCZ (see Figures 5 and 7). This is consistent with543

the distinct distribution of SST over the two regions. Over the equatorial544

Atlantic, the SST gradient is from West to East with a maximum West of545

the ITCZ location; over the Pacific, between 160◦ W and 80◦ W, the region546

enclosing the precipitation object, the region of maximum SST is located547

north, north-east from the ITCZ location. Hence, in both cases, coarsening548

the grid spacing, which makes it more difficult to trigger convection, tends549

to favor precipitation over the higher SST. The latter is nevertheless posi-550

tioned differently relative to the precipitation object over the eastern Pacific551

and over the Atlantic. Conversely, as the finer-resolution simulations can552

rain both over low and high SSTs and as the total precipitation amount553

over the tropical oceanic region varies only slightly across resolutions (see554

e.g. Figure 4a), the finer-resolution simulations will tend to rain more over555

low SST and less over high SST in comparison to the coarser-resolution556

simulations.557

Concerning the ITCZ width (Figure 6b), changing the resolution has558

a smaller effect than changing the model formulation over the Atlantic.559

Even if the resolution-induced differences are smaller than the DYAMOND560

spread at all resolutions, there is a tendency for a narrowing of the ITCZ561
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at grid spacings finer than 10 km. Over the eastern Pacific (Figure 6d), the562

dependency is less systematic with first a broadening, from 80 km down to 20563

km, and then a narrowing of the ITCZ. Here the resolution matters and the564

resolution-induced differences remain always larger than the DYAMOND565

spread, even at 5 km.566

To summarize our findings, Figure 7 attempts to redraw our conceptual567

picture of the tropical climate based on the results of the simulations for568

the Pacific ITCZ. A similar picture emerges for the Atlantic ITCZ, though569

with a much less pronounced increase of precipitation on the northern flank570

of the ITCZ when the grid spacing is coarsened. For clarity, we only show571

the 2.5-km and 80-km simulations. We also define on Figure 7 the three572

cloud categories shallow, congestus and deep based on a cloud top below 1573

km, below 4 km and above 8 km, respectively.574 Fig. 7

As visible on Figure 7, both simulations exhibit a placement of the575

ITCZ in the northern hemisphere with trade winds converging towards the576

location of the precipitation maximum at the core of the ITCZ. The trade577

winds reach values between 6 and 7 m s−1 in the subtropics and decelerate578

to a few m s−1 in the doldrums. At the same time, the clouds transition579

from shallow to deeper clouds, with a successive increase of the fraction580

of congestus and deep convective clouds in both simulations. Comparing581

the cloud partitioning between the two simulations, the two simulations582
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agree on the amount of shallow convection outside the main ITCZ region.583

They both robustly populate the southern side of the ITCZ with 99% of584

shallow clouds and mainly shallow clouds on the northern ITCZ flank, with585

a partitioning of 94% with a grid spacing of 80 km and 88% at 2.5 km.586

The differences in the amount of congestus clouds simulated by the two587

simulations across the ITCZ appear also to be small, with values around588

30% at the peak precipitation location and around 15 % 6◦ north of it in589

both simulations. Although a direct comparison to studies that have used590

satellite observations to quantify the cloud partitioning is difficult due to the591

wide variety of employed cloud definitions, 30% of all clouds being congestus592

is larger than what was found in Wall et al. (2013) using CloudSat (see their593

Fig. 4). In contrast to these robust features, the fraction of deep convective594

clouds in the main ITCZ region is far from being robust. The values are595

9 and 4% at the two considered latitudes for the 80-km simulation versus596

34 and 20% for the 2.5-km simulation. These resolution dependencies, as597

illustrated by Figure 7 for the finest and coarsest simulations, remain valid598

when considering the range of tested resolutions. The population of shallow599

convection outside the main ITCZ region and the population of congestus600

clouds in the ITCZ region remain fairly constant across resolutions with601

maximum resolution differences below 10%. In contrast, the fraction of602

deep convective clouds starts to sharply increase by a grid spacing finer603
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than 20 km at the expense of the shallow cloud population. The values604

for the fraction of deep convective clouds derived for the locations of the605

precipitation maximum are 9%, 13%, 14%, 25%, 30% and 34% for a grid606

spacing of 80 km down to 2.5 km.607

3.3 Extratropical climate608

One basic and key element of the extratropical circulation is the jet609

stream. Although not directly linked to cloud and convective processes,610

GCMs using grid spacing of a few degrees also struggle to capture the lo-611

cation of the jet stream and of the storm tracks with a too equatorward612

position (Swart and Fyfe 2012). As the jet is more pronounced and more613

important for the winter climate, we focus our analysis in this subsection614

on the southern hemisphere. Inspired from our previous analysis on precip-615

itation objects, we diagnoze the location of the polar jet in a quantitative616

way by defining a jet object as a set of connected points where the value617

of the 100-hPa wind velocity reaches at least 85% of its maximum value.618

In contrast to the previously defined precipitation objects, we do not use a619

fixed threshold but a variable threshold to accommodate for the fact that620

the strength of the polar jet varies by as much as 6 m s−1 across the simu-621

lations. Also we use 100 hPa (about 15.5 km) rather than a lower pressure622

level to identify the polar jet as this naturally eliminates the signature of the623
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subtropical jet. The resulting extent of the jet objects for each simulation as624

well as their centroid are shown in Figure 8. The latitudinal position of the625

polar jet shows a weak sensitivity to the grid spacing with values scattered626

between 51.3◦ S and 53.9◦ S and no systematic dependency upon resolu-627

tion. The longitudinal position of the polar jet also exhibits no systematic628

dependency but exhibits a much larger variability with values comprised629

between 22.2◦ E to 66.4◦ E. There nevertheless seems to be a tendency for630

more extended jet objects the coarser the resolution is. These results stand631

in rough agreement with previous studies that have used GCMs with pa-632

rameterized convection and other metrics to define the position of the polar633

jet. Such studies have loosely concluded that by a grid spacing of 1◦, the634

latitudinal position of the polar jet converges towards its observed position635

(Arakelian and Codron 2012; Pope and Stratton 2002). In a more recent636

and detailed analysis of the dependency of the polar jet on resolution based637

on aquaplanet simulations and spanning grid spacings ranging from 300 km638

down to 28 km, Lu et al. (2015) concluded that the latitudinal position and639

the intensity of the jet show signs of convergence for grid spacing finer than640

50 km.641 Fig. 8
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4. Discussion642

The previous section interpreted resolution differences with respect to643

the spread of the DYAMOND ensemble. From this we concluded that the644

resolution differences between the 5-km and 2.5-km simulation are always645

smaller than the ensemble spread, except for the width of the Pacific ITCZ.646

This statement is nevertheless conditioned on using the 2.5-km simulation as647

a reference. Further refining the grid spacing could invalidate this statement648

for those variables that haven’t converged yet. In a strict sense, we under-649

stand under convergence the fact that at a given grid spacing resolution-650

induced differences become zero. In a more practical sense, the differences651

will never become zero, but at least they should get smaller with successive652

grid refinements.653

With respect to the components of the water and energy budgets and654

except for outgoing longwave radiation on the global scale and over tropical655

ocean, as well as sensible heat flux over tropical land area, none of the656

variables has reached convergence in a strict sense. This can be recognized657

by the non-zero differences between the 5-km and 2.5-km simulations in658

Figs. 1 and 4. However, both for net shortwave radiation as well as surface659

net longwave radiation, signs of convergence are visible with a continuous660

reduction of the differences between successive grid refinements (see Figures661

1b,c). This is promising as net shortwave radiation and surface net longwave662
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radiation by far depicted the largest resolution dependencies. In terms of the663

Atlantic and Pacific ITCZs, their properties do not seem to have converged664

yet.665

The previous section also documented differences between model simula-666

tions without any reference to observations. As a last step, we use observa-667

tions to assess whether refining the grid spacing leads to a better agreement668

with observations. This allows us to investigate whether variables exhibiting669

larger resolution dependencies are associated with larger biases.670

Mean values derived from observations are listed in Table 2, together671

with the corresponding values of the 2.5-km and 80-km ICON simulations.672

Given the fact that most of the differences between the simulations are673

related to the tropics and that some of the observational datasets do not674

have global coverage, we restrict our analysis to the tropical area (30◦ S to675

30◦ N). The resolution sensitivities documented in section 3 and displayed676

in Figure 1 on the global scale nevertheless remain valid for the tropics as677

they are mainly the result of convective processes.678 Table 2

For all the considered statistics, refining the grid spacing systematically679

leads to a better agreement with observations. For instance, precipitation is680

overestimated at all grid spacings, so the obtained decrease in precipitation681

with higher resolution brings the simulated values closer to the observed682

ones. Only for net shortwave radiation and net longwave radiation at the683
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surface, refining the grid spacing down to 2.5 km ends up to overcorrect684

the biases originally present at 80 km. The resulting biases in surface net685

shortwave radiation at 2.5 km nevertheless are much smaller than the ones686

at 80 km with values of 1 W m−2 at 2.5 km versus -56 W m−2 at 80 km,687

whereas the biases in surface net longwave radiation are more similar, but688

of opposite sign, with values of -5.7 W m−2 at 2.5 km versus 6.6 W m−2 at689

80 km (Table 2). It is remarkable that, even for the location and width of690

the Atlantic and Pacific ITCZs, as well as for the latitude of the location of691

the polar jet, the 2.5-km simulation is the closest to observations.692

Our previous analysis also indicated that changes in grid spacing primar-693

ily affect the radiation components, except for outgoing longwave radiation.694

The biases for the 2.5-km simulation are -9.9 W m−2, 1 W m−2 and -5.7695

W m−2 for net shortwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere, at the696

surface and for surface net longwave radiation, respectively (Table 2). In697

comparison, the biases are -4 W m−2 for net longwave radiation at the top698

of the atmosphere, 9.5 W m−2 for sensible heat flux, 29.5 W m−2 for latent699

heat flux and 7.8 W m−2 for precipitation (Table 2). It follows that small700

resolution dependencies do not say much about the quality of a simulation.701

Some model deficiencies are not improved by resolution and changes in the702

model physics, dynamics or in the model parameter settings would have a703

larger impact.704
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5. Conclusions705

We examined the resolution dependencies of global simulations con-706

ducted with the ICON model and using grid spacings of 80, 40, 20, 10,707

5 and 2.5 km. The focus was on the behavior of basic climate statistics,708

namely water and energy budgets, location and width of the ITCZ, trimodal709

cloud distribution in the tropics, as well as jet positions in the extratrop-710

ics. Those are all basic statistics and dominating features of the large-scale711

circulation that a GCM ought to be able to correctly represent. All the712

simulations used explicit convection, the same physical parameterizations713

and were not retuned for a specific grid spacing. To objectively quantify the714

resolution dependencies, we compared resolution-induced differences to the715

spread obtained in the DYAMOND ensemble of models. The latter com-716

prises eight global climate models integrated at storm-resolving resolution717

of O(3 km) for 40 days. Despite the shortness of the simulation period,718

we believe that the results could hold to longer time period as differences719

developed within a few days and did not appear to drift with time. The720

main results are as follows:721

• For all the considered twenty-seven statistics and with the exception722

of the width of the Pacific ITCZ, at least a grid spacing of 5 km723

appears sufficient to capture the basic properties of the climate system.724
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Further refining the grid spacing to 2.5 km leads to differences that725

are smaller than changing the model physics/dynamics as measured726

by the DYAMOND ensemble spread. For several of the considered727

statistics, namely global mean precipitation, global mean sensible heat728

flux, global mean outgoing longwave radiation, mean tropical oceanic729

sensible heat flux, mean tropical oceanic outgoing longwave radiation,730

mean precipitation over tropical land area, mean latent heat flux over731

tropical land area, latitudinal position and width of the Atlantic ITCZ732

as well as longitudinal position of the Pacific ITCZ, even coarsening733

the grid spacing to 80 km leads to differences that are smaller than734

the DYAMOND ensemble spread.735

• The largest resolution-induced differences are found in net shortwave736

radiation, both at the surface and at the top of the atmosphere, with737

differences of up to about 40 W m−2, and to a lesser extent in surface738

net longwave radiation (10 W m−2). The differences result from a739

systematic deepening of the planetary boundary layer and an increase740

in low clouds over the subtropical oceans as the grid spacing is coars-741

ened. This leads to an increase in net shortwave radiation, both at742

the surface and at the top-of-the atmosphere, with finer grid spacing743

and to an increase in the surface downward longwave radiation.744
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• Resolution only matters for the longitudinal position of the Atlantic745

ITCZ, whereas for the eastern Pacific ITCZ, it only affects its latitu-746

dinal position. The Atlantic ITCZ tends to shift eastward with finer747

grid spacing, whereas the Pacific ITCZ tends to shift equatorward.748

This distinct behavior can be related to the distinct orientation of the749

SST gradient over both regions.750

• All the simulations exhibit the expected deepening of convective clouds751

in the ITCZ. The congestus cloud population makes 20 to 29 % of all752

clouds at the location of peak precipitation depending upon the grid753

spacing. In contrast, the deep convective cloud population systemat-754

ically increases at the expanse of the shallow cloud population when755

refining the grid spacing. The fraction of deep convective clouds varies756

from 9 % (at 80 km) to 34 % (at 2.5 km).757

• In the extratropics, the jet position shows no systematic resolution758

dependency but its longitudinal position exhibits strong resolution759

dependencies.760

• Refining the grid spacing ends up always reducing simulation biases,761

but statistics exhibiting less resolution dependency are not necessarily762

closer to observations.763

Even if resolution differences become smaller than the DYAMOND en-764
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semble spread by a grid spacing of 5 km at least, the resolution differences765

between the 5- and 2.5-km simulations are not zero yet, meaning that the766

investigated climate statistics haven’t converged in a strict sense. However,767

net shortwave radiation, which depicts the largest resolution dependency,768

shows sign of convergence with resolution differences getting smaller with769

successive grid refinements. Combined with the overall small resolution770

dependencies as assessed by the comparison to the DYAMOND ensemble771

spread, we conclude that simulations with a grid spacing of 5 km and using772

explicit convection may be used to simulate the climate. Even a grid spac-773

ing of 10 km would be sufficient to capture eighteen out of the twenty-seven774

investigated statistics. This is promising given the computational burden775

associated with simulations using a grid spacing of 2.5 km and seems to776

confirm experience with the NICAM model. Only for the width of the Pa-777

cific ITCZ and for the fraction of deep convective clouds, large resolution778

dependencies remain that could question the use of a grid spacing of 5 km.779
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Fig. 1. Global statistics from the ICON simulations, with a grid spacing of
80 km (on the left of the x-axis) down to 2.5 km (on the right of the
x-axis), averaged over the 40-day period and expressed as difference
to the 2.5-km simulation: (a) precipitation, (b) surface components of
the energy budget and (c) top-of-the atmosphere (TOA) components
of the energy budget. The vertical bars show one standard deviation of
the corresponding quantities in the DYAMOND ensemble. Downward
energy fluxes are taken as positive except for sensible and latent heat
fluxes which are taken as positive when directed into the atmosphere.
For precipitation, the GEOS model is not included in the computation
of the DYAMOND spread as there were errors in the precipitation
diagnostic.
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Fig. 2. Difference map between the 80-km and 2.5-km simulations for (a)
net shortwave radiation at the surface and (b) cloud cover. Note that
the data have been regridded on a 0.75◦ grid (approximately the grid
spacing of the 80-km simulation) and averaged over the 40-day period.
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80  km
2.5 km

Fig. 3. Profiles of (a) temperature difference, (b) specific humidity and
(c) diagnostic cloud water after 12 hours of simulation averaged over
the south-eastern Pacific (30◦S-0◦; 140◦W-85◦W), one of the region ex-
hibiting large differences in cloud cover as an example. Panel (a) shows
difference between the 80- and 2.5-km simulation, whereas panels (b-c)
show the 80-km simulation in red and the 2.5-km simulation in black.
The diagnostic cloud water includes contributions from the subgrid
cloud cover scheme.
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Fig. 4. Same as Figure 1 but averaged over (a-c) tropical ocean and (d-f)
tropical land. Tropics are from 30◦S to 30◦N.
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Fig. 5. Tropical mean precipitation (mm day−1) as a function of grid spac-
ing: (a) 80 km, (b) 40 km, (c) 20 km, (d) 10 km, (e) 5 km and (f) 2.5
km. Contour (orange line), location (dot) and width (red line) of the
precipitation objects used to define the Pacific and Atlantic ITCZs are
overlaid. The data have been regridded on a 0.75◦ grid (approximately
the grid spacing of the 80-km simulation) to allow a quantitative com-
parison of the precipitation objects.
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Fig. 6. (a,c) Location of the ITCZ over the Atlantic and Pacific as well as
(b,d) corresponding width. Grey bar for the spread of the DYAMOND
ensemble (computed as one standard deviation). The GEOS model is
not included in the computation of the spread as there were errors in the
precipitation diagnostic. Note that all the data have been regridded on
a 0.75◦ grid (approximately the grid spacing of the 80-km simulation)
for fair comparison.
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Fig. 7. Picture of the ITCZ with precipitation (mm day−1, line), wind ve-
locity (m s−1, arrow) and cloud distribution (%, number) derived from
the results of the 2.5-km (black) and 80-km (red) simulation for the
Pacific ITCZ. Only the eastern side of the Pacific, comprised between
170◦-90◦ W (see location of the precipitation object in Figure 5) is
considered. The precipitation curves correspond to the zonally aver-
aged precipitation values, whereas the wind arrows indicate the zonal
average of the wind velocity plotted every 6◦ from the location of the
maximum precipitation in each simulation. The cloud categories are
defined based on cloud top, defined as the first height where the sum of
cloud liquid water content and cloud ice drops below 10−3 g kg−1. Only
clouds with a base below 1 km are considered. Shallow clouds (SCu)
have the top below 4 km, congestus clouds (Cog) between 4 and 8 km,
and deep clouds (DCu) above 8 km. The cloud partitioning is com-
puted as a function of latitude and plotted every 6◦ from the location
of the maximum precipitation in each simulation.
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Fig. 8. Location (crosses) and extent (contour lines) of the jet objects for
the set of simulations. See text for more detail.
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List of Tables1107

1 Experimental set-up and model performance. The grid spac-1108

ing is computed as the square root of the mean cell area of1109

the model triangles. Each node contains 24 cores and the1110

maximum memory is per node. Number in parenthesis by1111

the wall clock time indicates the expected wall clock time1112

scaling up from the previous resolution taking into account1113

differences in grid spacing, time step and number of nodes.1114

Likewise for the maximum memory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 641115

2 Various statistics averaged over the simulation period for1116

the 80- and 2.5-km simulations as well as for observations.1117

Note that for latent and sensible heat fluxes, observations1118

are only available over ocean so the simulated tropical val-1119

ues are for ocean only (whereas the global values include1120

land and ocean). Units are mm day−1 for precipitation, W1121

m−2 for the energy fluxes, and ◦ for the Atlantic ITCZ, Pa-1122

cific ITCZ and the polar jet. Observations are taken from1123

the TRMM Multi-satellite Precipitation Algorithm for pre-1124

cipitation (including the ITCZs statistics), from the CERES1125

syn1deg product for the surface radiative fluxes, from the1126

CERES ssf1deg product for the top-of-the-atmosphere fluxes1127

and from the OAFlux for the surface fluxes. For the center of1128

the polar jet, ERA-Interim is used. All data were regridded1129

to the same 0.75◦x0.75◦ grid spacing. Tropics are from 30◦ S1130

to 30◦ N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 651131
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Table 1. Experimental set-up and model performance. The grid spacing
is computed as the square root of the mean cell area of the model
triangles. Each node contains 24 cores and the maximum memory is
per node. Number in parenthesis by the wall clock time indicates the
expected wall clock time scaling up from the previous resolution taking
into account differences in grid spacing, time step and number of nodes.
Likewise for the maximum memory.

Resolution Grid spacing (km) Time step (s) Nodes Wall clock time (min) Max memory (MB)
R2B5 80 450 24 33 400
R2B6 40 225 96 51 (66) 430 (400)
R2B7 20 150 96 209 (306) 840 (1720)
R2B8 10 90 420 380 (318) 1000 (768)
R2B9 5 45 420 1824 (3040) 2600 (4000)
R2B10 2.5 22.5 540 10320 (11349) 9500 (8089)
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Table 2. Various statistics averaged over the simulation period for the 80-
and 2.5-km simulations as well as for observations. Note that for latent
and sensible heat fluxes, observations are only available over ocean so
the simulated tropical values are for ocean only (whereas the global
values include land and ocean). Units are mm day−1 for precipitation,
W m−2 for the energy fluxes, and ◦ for the Atlantic ITCZ, Pacific
ITCZ and the polar jet. Observations are taken from the TRMM Multi-
satellite Precipitation Algorithm for precipitation (including the ITCZs
statistics), from the CERES syn1deg product for the surface radiative
fluxes, from the CERES ssf1deg product for the top-of-the-atmosphere
fluxes and from the OAFlux for the surface fluxes. For the center of the
polar jet, ERA-Interim is used. All data were regridded to the same
0.75◦x0.75◦ grid spacing. Tropics are from 30◦ S to 30◦ N.

ICON 80 km ICON 2.5 km Observation
Variable Global Tropics Global Tropics Tropics
Precipitation 3.25 3.90 3.12 3.64 3.37
Latent heat flux 91.8 157.0 89.3 143.5 114.0
Sensible heat flux 28.1 20.4 29.8 17.7 8.2
Surface net longwave radiation -47.0 -47.1 -56.9 -59.4 -53.7
Surface net shortwave radiation 124.2 149.0 162.4 206.2 205.2
TOA net longwave radiation -245.3 -265.4 -246.4 -264.3 -260.3
TOA net shortwave radiation 204.2 246.3 240. 300. 309.9

Atlantic ITCZ center 8.80, -31.4 8.37, -28.0 8.38, -24.4
Pacific ITCZ center 11.0, -122. 9.8, -119.8 10.1, -117.2
Atlantic ITCZ width 10.0 9.16 8.21
Pacific ITCZ width 13.9 13.05 12.3
Polar jet center -53.9, 22.2 -52.2, 54.7 -52.6, 41.4
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